
Portable 5 Gallon 455 4-Way Fogger
MODEL # 950702

OVERVIEW
The Portable 5 Gallon 455 4-Way Fogger is a dry mist sprayer that uses compressed air (70 CFM @ 80 PSI) and venturi action
to draw ready-to-use chemical solution from a user-supplied chemical pail on the stainless steel cart and project it up to 35 feet in
4 directions. The adjustable output sprays mist (fog) into the air to cover exposed surfaces and penetrate hard-to-reach areas. 
This unit features a telescoping mast and can also be used as a 2-Way fogger.
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Key Features
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fogging for narrow areas
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Variable height adjustment up to 80"Variable height adjustment up to 80"Variable height adjustment up to 80"Variable height adjustment up to 80"Variable height adjustment up to 80"Variable height adjustment up to 80"Variable height adjustment up to 80"Variable height adjustment up to 80"Variable height adjustment up to 80"
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Includes
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OPTIONS

Optional Check Valves to Keep Tubes PrimedOptional Check Valves to Keep Tubes PrimedOptional Check Valves to Keep Tubes PrimedOptional Check Valves to Keep Tubes PrimedOptional Check Valves to Keep Tubes PrimedOptional Check Valves to Keep Tubes PrimedOptional Check Valves to Keep Tubes PrimedOptional Check Valves to Keep Tubes PrimedOptional Check Valves to Keep Tubes Primed
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APPLICATIONS
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Agriculture/HorticultureAgriculture/HorticultureAgriculture/HorticultureAgriculture/HorticultureAgriculture/HorticultureAgriculture/HorticultureAgriculture/HorticultureAgriculture/HorticultureAgriculture/Horticulture
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Animal HealthAnimal HealthAnimal HealthAnimal HealthAnimal HealthAnimal HealthAnimal HealthAnimal HealthAnimal Health
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Food & BeverageFood & BeverageFood & BeverageFood & BeverageFood & BeverageFood & BeverageFood & BeverageFood & BeverageFood & Beverage
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HatcheryHatcheryHatcheryHatcheryHatcheryHatcheryHatcheryHatcheryHatchery
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REQUIREMENTS
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